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We End bounds for the polynomials p,,(.xj orthogonai with respect tc asymmetric 
Freud w-eights of the form W(X) = exp( -Q(x)). -where Q is an even degree Qy- 
nomia; with positive leading coefficient, by u:i!izing asymprotics for the rectirsicr; 
c=eficients a, and b,? an d an approximate difkentia! eqcation satisfied by :T,~(Y). 
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I. I~~;TR~~NJCTI~N ASD XOTATIOS 
Let Q(X) be a polynomial of even degree with positive leading coelkient 
and !et K(X) = exp( - Q(X)) be a weight on the real line. The orrhonormal 
polynomials JJJW; x) = y,2~” + . . t where ;‘?? > 0: are defined by the reletioz 
Every system of orthogonal polynomials ,[p,,(&; X) I:= O satisfies i: three- 
term recurrence equation 
xfJJdx; x)=a,+,p,+ I(dx; x)+b,p.(dx .Y:‘t’j.pr~I(d~; x), !i ( .I) 
where G, = o,(&), b, = b,(dr). In this paper we will find bounds for ;n over 
the real line. Our technique is to generate an approximate differential eqtia- 
tion and then derive the estimates using this equation and asymptotics :oor 
a, and b,!. This method is an extension of the model developed by Sonan 
and Clark [S, 61 to handle Freud weights of the form WJX) = expf -s”‘:. 
* This material is based on research supported by the Nationai Science Foundation cnder 




For the symmetric weights ,v,,(n) the recurrence coefficient b, = 0. For the 
asymmetric weights that we will investigate, b, is non-zero and introduces 
a great deal of complexity to the analysis. We extend Bonan and Clark’s 
work in two ways. First, we pass to the asymmetric ase, and second, we 
eliminate an error term in the approximate differential equation. 
Preliminary versions of our results were announced in [2] without proofs. 
For further background see the surveys of Lubinsky [9] and Nevai [14], 
and also Lubinsky and Saff [ 111 and Van Assche [20]; for specific 
examples of these methods applied to the Hermite polynomials and the 
symmetric Freud weights IV,,(X), see [S, 61. See also [16, 191 for general 
reference. 
When the meaning is clear, we write pn = p,(&; x) = ;>J&)x” + .. . , 
also, we use c, cO, c,, etc., to denote positive constants independent of n 
and x, not necessarily keeping the same value from line to line. The nota- 
tion f- g will indicate that there exist positive constants cr and c2 such 
that 
Cl g(x) 6 If(x)I Q c2 d-x) 
for the appropriate range of x. 
II. THE MAIN RESULTS 
First, the approximate differential equation. 
THEOREM I. Let p,,(w; x) be the orthogonal polynomials associated with 
w(x) = exp( - Q(x)) where Q(x) = xr= 1 dkxkjk, rn is an et’en integer, and 
d,,, 3 0, and let a,, = a,,(w) be the recurrence coefficient in (1.1). Then the 
function 
z(x) :=pJlv; x) JlY(x)/L4n(x) (2.1) 
is a solution of 
z”(X) + q4Jx) z(x) = 0, (2.2) 
where 
4,(x) := ‘c(x) (1 - (3)‘) +&(xX 
A,(x) := a,, 1% pz(w; t) Q’(ti 1 z’(x) w(t) dt; (2.4) 
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s.nd 
The error function g,, has the bounds 
Remark. The constants c, and cb of (2.5), given by the Freud ccnjec- 
ture, are the limits of a,/n”“’ and b,, as n approaches infinity. They are from 
the expansions given in [ 3, Theorem 5]. See also [ 121. 
With the approximate differential equation in hand we can find bounds 
for p,:(x j. 
THEOREM II. Let p,(~; x) be the orthonormal pol~no.mials associated 
with H’(N) as aboce. Then there exists a positive constant C szh thar ,fw 
1.x - cb! < 2c,n”‘” and for n = iI 2, . . . . 
where c, and cb are the constants of (2.5). 
We can now state the upper and lower bounds for pJ.x) on the real line. 
THEOREM III. Let pn(w; x) be as aboce. Then 
max pf,( w; x) n:(x) - fzi 3 - 1 “I. 
5 E ‘51 
(2.8: 
III. THE GENERAL DIFFEREKTIAL EQLATIOX 
Shohat [18] found that the orthogonal polynomials associated with 
exponential weights having the form W(X) - (l/A(x)) exp(j (B(x)/A(x)) C.&Y), 
for fixed polynomials A > 0 and B: satisfy a second order differential 
equation. Asymptotic expressions for the recurrence coefficients a,jrc j and 
b,,(n~) have allowed analysis of these differential equations to produce 
estimates for ~,Jw; x). 
In 1981 Bonan observed that the Freud polynomials form a generalized 
Appell sequence (see [7]); it is from this observation and the recurrence 
that we can easily generate a differential equation for P,~(w; x), This method 
of obtaining the differential equation is essentially due to Shohat. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let {PJw; x)} b e a system of orthogonal polynomials that 
satisfies 
P;(x) = A,,(x) P,,- 1(x) - B,(x) p,(x) (3.1) 
for certain polynomials A,,(x) and B,,(x) of degree fixed and independent of 
n. Then p,(x) is a solution of 
p;(x) -t M(x) p;(x) + W(x) p,(x) = 0, (3.2) 
where 
M(x) := B,- I(x) + B,(x) - A;(x) “,:-’ A,,-,(x)-~~ (3.3) 
n I rz 
and 
N(x) := A,-,(x) -!!T- A,(x)- x-bb,-I B,(x) 
a,-, a n-1 > 
A;(x) +B,-,(X)&(X)-- A,(x) 
B&j + B;(x). (3.4) 
ProoJ We differentiate (3.1) to obtain p,: = A; p,, ~ 1 + A, pi, ~ 1 - 
Bk pn - B,, pi,, then apply (3.1) to replace p; _ r(x). Now use the recurrence 
(1.1) to replace the P,-~(x) terms and (3.1) to eliminate pEPI terms to 
obtain the result. 1 
Only for small degrees have A, and B,, been calculated explicitly (cf. [14, 
pp. 130-1361). For example, for nz=2 (see, e.g., [S, p. 491 or [19, 
Sect. 5.5]), Q(x) = x2 gives 
A,(x) = 2a,, = $% 
B,(x) = 0. 
When m=4 [l, 141, then Q(x)=.x3/4+q3(x3/3j+q2(x2/i2)+qlx and we 
have 
A,(x)= a,b* + (43 + b,)x + (US, + a:+ I + bt + bnq3 + qz)) 
and 
B,(x) = ai(x + (b,- 1 + 6, + q3)). 
.&SYMMETRIC FREUD PoiYXOM1AL.S ??3 -A, 
Transforming the differential equation of Lemma 3.1 obtains 
TI-IEOREM 3.2. Let p,Jw; x) sa!is;$ (3.1) and SZ~ 
where M is dej?ned by (3.3), N !IJJ (3.41, azd 
d,,(.‘cj := N(x) - $w(xj - ~‘w(.y). 
,-. ‘\ i 3. ! I 
ProoJf We apply the standard transfcrmaticn to eliminate the 5~ 
order term from (3.2) to generate (3.6) (see. e.g., [19, Sect. I.S] j. 
IV. AN -~~PPROXIMATE DIFFERENTIAL EQ~ATIOX I;DR p,,(rv; x) 
in 1984 Nevai [ 151 used estimates for pi, and b, to asymptotically soj~e 
the differential equation for the polynomials orthogonal with respect to 
X:(X) = exp( -x4); subsequently, Sheen [17] and Bauldry [I ] handled the 
cases w(x) = exp( -s6) and w(xj = exp( -.x~ + n,(x)), nj an arbitrary cubic 
polynomial, respectively. The expansions for LI,~ and t), are found in 
THEOREM 4.1 (Bauldry, Mate, and Nevai [3, p. 2231). Let a,(x) mC 
b,(tz;) be the recursiotz coefficients of (1.1) for M.(X) = exp( -Q(x)) tcheue 
Q(xj = Cr= 1 dkxk!lk, m is an even inieger, and dM > 0. Thm there cxi~rt 
comtants yLx-, i = 1, 2, and k = I, 2, . . . such ihat &I? a,qsy ,V > 8 
u,*(12:)fl-1~nz = ojn.-2.v”) (4.1) 
k=l 
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and 
(4.2) 
where c, and cb are the constants of (2.5). 
Bonan and Clark [6] developed an approximate differential equation 
using the expansions for a,, to successfully analyze the even weight M(X) = 
exp( -XI”“); here we extend their technique to the asymmetric ase. 
We begin with the Fourier expansion ofpL(x). 
LEMMA 4.2 (cf. [6, 131). The polynomials p,J IV; x) satisfy the relation 
pL(w; x) = AJX) pN- l(CC x)-B,(x) p,Jw; x), (4.3) 
with 
A,(x) := a, S, pi(w; t) Q'(t) - Q'(x) ,v.f) dt 
t-x (4.4) 
and 
B,(x) :=a, [ p,I-l(w:~ t) p,Jw; t) Q’(t) - Q’(x) w(t) dt. (4.5) 
- ‘93 t-x 
Proof. Write p; in a Fourier expansion in terms of the kernel K,( t, x) = 
ci:h Pkct) Pkb) as 
p;(w; x) = [ K,(t, x) p;(w; t) w(t) dt. 
“% 
Now integrate by parts and use the orthogonality of p,(t) to K,(t, x) to 
obtain 
PXK xl = Js KCt, x) PA w; t)(Q’(t) - Q’(x)) w(t) dt. 
Last, we apply the Christoffel-Darboux identity (cf. [8, p. 241) to finish the 
derivation. m 
This completes the preparations for the 
Proof (Theorem I). The proof is in three parts; first we generate the 
differential equation, then it is shown that ~v,~(x) = TV, and last, we 
develop the bounds for g,(x). 
I. The differential equation follows directly from Theorem 3.2 and 
the previous lemma with the derinitions 
w,(x) := exp( -Q(.uj + A,(X)), 
A;,(s)' 
h,(x) := Q(x) + j (M(x) + A.(si) & 
I. 2 
and 
where M and N are the functions defined by (3.3j and (3.4). 
iI (cf. [ 131). The error function /Z,,(X) is eliminated by considering 
the expression M+ AL/A,, from the definition above: i.e.: 
EM + A~(x):‘A,(.u) = B,!_ 1(xj + B,(x) -.~- ‘,-I A,,+;(x) 
a ,! I 
Using the definitions (4.4) and (4.5) we arrive at 
x Q’(t) - Q’i-~1 
t-x 
w(t) dt. 
The three-term recurrence (1.1) gives 
which simplifies to 
I_ 
M(x) + -A:,(x)‘A,(x)= [ pi- l(t) Q’(tj w(t) d:- Q’(x) 1 at 1 (tt l#i:) & 
- ‘71 .‘3?-‘c-L ’ 
= -Q’(x). 
Thus, h,,(x) = 0. 
Remark. We are grateful to H. N. Mhaskar for suggesting the above 
technique which removes the restriction that Q be a polynomial that 
appeared m an earlier version of this manuscript. 
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III. The last step is to find bounds for g,,(x); we do this by sub- 
stituting the expressions for M and N into the definition of g, to find 
1A 1 





+Bn--+ A,,_, -3) 
Since Q is a polynomial, we may find A,, and B, explicitly; i.e., 
A,(x) = a,d,x”‘-’ +a,(b,tl,+d,_,)x”-3+ ..., (4.6) 
and 
B,(x) = aid,Ptxm-3 +ai((b,-,+b,)d,,+d,,-,)x”‘~~+ .... (4.7) 
So that, after using asymptotics for a,, and b, from (4.1) and (4.2): we have 
IA,-An-11 Gf IAnI and lB,-B,z-,! G~!B,,i. 
Also note that because 2p,- i(t) p,(t) d pi_ r(t) + p,‘(t), then 
lB,J d 1 +; IAnI. 
( > 
Substituting asymptotics for a,, and b, and using the expressions above in 
g,,, we arrive at the desired estimate. 1 
V. BOUNDS FOR p,,(w;x) 
The next step in our analysis is to generate the bounds for the polyno- 
mials p,, by using the approximate differential equation. First we need a 
technical lemma; it’s stated in a form for arbitrary systems of orthogonal 
polynomials. 
LEMMA 5.1 [8, Sect. 1.04, p. 231. Let a, = a,(dx) be the recursion coef- 
ficientqf(t.l),Iet.u,,~< ...<x~,,~< . ..<x.,,bethezerosofp,(dr;x)and 
a --I = p;J.Yk.$ pn- l(z:k.:z; ik.,:. II 
Remark. Combining (4.3) evaluated at .Y~.,(, k = 1, 2, 
shows that 
which in turn gives 
This brings us to the main results of our paper. 
Proof i,Tlteorem II). The proof is in three parts following the modei of 
Bonan and Clark [6-j. First we use Sturm’s Comparison Theorem to 
develop an inequality for Ix - Xk,nj. The second step is to give an estimate 
for Z’(X) by a concavity argument. The last stage is to apply the dehnition 
of Z(S) to obtain the result. 
Remark. In order to simplify the exposition, we u-ill assume cb = 0: this 
is equivalent to a translation to eliminate the .xm-’ term from Q. 
I. Let (XI < 2c,n’ ‘+l. Consider the differential eaua*ion 
L-:‘(x) + qgy t) z(x) = 0 where d;(t) := c,/p(t)( 1 - ri;:4cy *:I ix 
/,Y’ < j tI < 2c,n’ “‘; and let -)ck = ~%n/~:&!# ic = 0, f 1: ) 2, ..~~ be the zeros 
of zi. From Sturm’s Comparison Theorem and the definitions of r$nZ @z* 
and _a,,, we have the zeros of z and Z, interface. Hence, for some zero x,.;~ 
of pi; u:e have 
Since t is arbitrary, we have 
IL Since d,i > 0: Eq. (2.2) implies that jzj is concave between each 
pair of consecutive zeros. Hence (cf. [6]), 
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Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
(t - xk.J2 dt 
dt ix (t-eu,z,j? dt, 
- ‘it.n 
We extend the first integral to ( - a, + s) and evaluate both to see 
; z(x)(x - -‘C/&J 
2 
C < ___ j-k., L2(xk,J(x - xk.J3. 
A,,(xk.rz) 
(5.5) 
Equations (5.2) and (5.4) now give 
(5.6) 
III. Our last step is to apply the definition of z(x) to the inequality 
above to see that 
The result follows when the radicand is simplified to 
and asymptotic expressions are substituted. 1 
This result is closely related to Theorem A(ii) of [lo]; however, the 
method of the proof is significantly different. We are now ready to proceed 
to the proof of Theorem III. The idea of the proof is essentially the same 
as that used by Bonan and Clark [6]; however, the asymmetry complicates 
the calculations significantly. Use of new asymptotics for xi,, from [4] sim- 
plifies finding the upper estimate. 
Proof (Theorem III). The upper bound follows from Theorem II along 
with the observation that z decreases for large x and an integral estimate 
for z(x) for x near x,~ derived from z(x) = J”J z” ds dt. The lower bound is 
found using the identity (cf. [S, Sect. 1.31) 
(5.7) 
and Bonan’s observation that a significant portion of this integral occurs 
away from s~,~ together with an estimate for the kernel K,(X) for x 
near -‘cl,. 
I. T&e Crpper Bound 
When !xI d x1,, we use Theorem EI to obtain the bound. For 
.Y1,2 d 1.i.1 < 2C,N:.n’, we recall (5.5) with k = 1 and (5.2) to have 
Replacing x by 2c,?~“~ and using the definition of z(x) gives 
We use asymptotics for (7, from (4.1), for .x~,~ from [4: Theorem I]- and 
A,% expansion (4.6) to obtain 
which yields the desired bound. Since we do not know the largest zero GI 
S,,(x), i.e., the exact point above which z(x) is always concave down, we 
estimate z(x) for x around Zc,n’~” as follows. Let 1.x - 2c,n’ llil --It??: 6m . 
For some t0 such that jr - I,( Q ~n-~“‘+ i’m and z’(r,) = 0, 
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giving the required bound. For large 1x1, we observe that z(x) is decreasing 
to finish the derivation. 
II. The Lower Bound 
Set d = (x: [x - ~~~1 < ~2~:~ ~ l:‘m } and let K,(X) = K,(x, x). We use the 
inequality 
for P(X) a polynomial of degree less than n (cf. [lg, Sect. 3.11) with p(x) = 
p,(x)/(x - x,,J to obtain 
which is 
The same procedure used in [6] gives the estimate needed for K,,(x) 
over A, 
max (K,(X) bv(x)) < ~n-(r’~ -l:m). 
x E A 




2<c(&n 1’3-1’m)-1 yf (p:(x) w(x)), 
from which the result follows. 1 
In a sequel we intend to sharpen the analysis of the error function g,, of 
the differential equation. It appears to be possible to develop asymptotics 
for p,( ~9; X) from the differential equation given improvements to this error 
term. 
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